
ADAMS MORGAN PLAZA:
AN INTERGENERATIONAL EFFORT TO PRESERVE AND RENEW

OUR COMMUNITY GATHERING SPACE AT 18TH & COLUMBIA ROAD
WON HERE FOR THE PEOPLE 45 YEARS AGO, LEADING THE

NATIONAL MOVEMENT TO END  DISINVESTMENT AND  REDLINING

Adams Morgan Plaza (formerly SunTrust Plaza) is a historic 4,000 square foot space on
the southwest corner lot 18th & Columbia Road NW as part of the nation’s first instance
of a community fighting redlining successfully and leading to the passage of the 1977
Community Reinvestment Act provisions ending redlining nationwide. It was built in

1978-79 as an open-air amphitheater-style as homage to the 98 lives lost when it was the

site of the Knickerbocker Theatre, which collapsed in one of the nation’s largest building

disasters ever.  After the theater was demolished in 1969,, the site became a vacant

parking lot, and the site of the first DC farmers market, which has now been providing

low-cost organic vegetables for nearly 50 years. The open space quickly became a

welcoming meeting place for all, poor and rich, young and old.

In 1976, when Perpetual Federal Savings & Loan sought to acquire the site, then a vacant

lot, it made a historic agreement with the community in its struggle against racist

redlining, granting a public right-of-use for the Plaza, known in property law as a public
easement. Through a continuous chain of succession from Perpetual to Crestar to

SunTrust, now Truist Bank owns the site and the closed former SunTrust branch building

still occupies the remaining 12,000 square feet of the parcel. Adams Morgan Plaza has

hosted countless gatherings for song, dance, celebrations, conversations, and

demonstrations, and has also served as an open space allowing people, air, and light, to

circulate in and around this busy central intersection at the heart of Adams Morgan.

Since 2016, Truist (then SunTrust) has ignored the evidence from activists regarding the

historic importance of the Plaza, and the bank’s commitment under the Community

Reinvestment Act (CRA) to preserve it and continue anti-racist banking practices, as well

as the resolutions of the ANC. Instead, it contracted with local developer Monty Hoffman

to destroy the Plaza to construct a 54-unit luxury condo building. We went to court and
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stopped them in the summer of 2017, but Truist, through a long series of legal tactics, got

a temporary court victory in January 2021, which we immediately appealed.

Despite the long history of public use, and ties to historic anti-racist legislation like the

CRA—even as the DC Court of Appeals reviewed the case, Truist attempted to fence off

the Plaza in Fall 2021. Organizers were able to rebuff them because they lacked proper

DCRA and DDOT permits, but on March 21, 2022, Truist officials with the support of

Mayor Bowser, fenced off the site. Shortly after, on March 29, Miguel Gonzales, a lifelong

resident of Adams Morgan, who had been living on the Plaza for the past two years as an

unhoused person, died on the pavement next to the Plaza in a 24-degree cold snap, his

tent and sleeping bag having been destroyed by Truist in the weeks prior.

Our community is calling on city leaders to condemn Truist’s actions and support the
preservation and improvement of the Plaza as a nationally and locally historic
community space that belongs to the public.

A Key Historic Site. The Plaza is the former site

of the Knickerbocker Theater. On January 28,

1922, the Knickerbocker Theatre roof collapsed

under the weight of 28 inches of snow, killing 98

and injuring 133 people.  For the past  century,

victims’ families and community members have

called for the site to be preserved as a memorial

to this tragedy, the greatest building disaster in

the District’s history. This history was in part why

the Plaza site was built as an amphitheater for

public performances. Learn more at

KnickerbockerMemorial.com.

Ending Redlining Across America, starting in
Adams Morgan
In 1977 the Community Reinvestment Act ended

redlining and empowered communities to require

banks to invest equitably in their communities.

The model for the Act’s approach was pioneered

in Adams Morgan by Dr. Frank Smith who went

on to become a 4-time DC Council Member and

Jon Brown, who became the President of Bank

Watch. The creation of the Plaza was the first
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concrete example of a US bank reinvesting in its community and practicing racial equity to

redress redlining.

Recent Developments: Our Public Space Threatened. Truist bank (formerly SunTrust)

wants to sell the bank building and plaza at 18th and Columbia Road to PN Hoffman to

build about 40 luxury studio and one-bedroom condos. This would mean the elimination

of the plaza space enjoyed for generations by many, to be replaced by a project that can

only be accessed by a select wealthy few.

The proposed PN Hoffman

building will face onto 18th and

Columbia Road and project up six

stories plus a penthouse, towering

over this central square of Adams

Morgan, destroying the open

nature of this corner and

unlawfully eliminating the public

easement on the Plaza that our

community fought for and has

used continuously since 1977.

Judge Todd Edelman granted a

preliminary injunction against razing the site in the summer of 2017 and fast-tracked a

jury trial, but long delays and complicated maneuvers by bank attorneys prevented that,

and the injunction was reversed by another judge in January 2021, which Plaza

supporters immediately brought before the DC Court of Appeals. As of April 2022, the

appeals court has heard arguments and a judgment is expected later in 2022.

Impact on Unhoused Neighbors. During the Covid pandemic, a number of unhoused

neighbors began to live on the upper portion of the Plaza, in part because of the city’s

failure to provide housing and the danger of shelters. In Fall 2021, despite pending

litigation to uphold the public easement on the Plaza, Truist representatives repeatedly

attempted to fence off the Plaza without proper permits from DCRA and DDOT,

endangering members of our community in the process.

With several people still living full-time on the Plaza, our Ward One Councilmember

Brianne Nadeau inaccurately claimed in February 2022 that all unhoused residents had

been given city housing vouchers, paving the way for the Mayor to ignore her

discretionary power to stop public harm and issue DDOT permits for construction fencing

at the Plaza site in early 2022.
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Between February 12 and March 21, with MPD support, Truist representatives removed

and destroyed the belongings of unhoused residents, including tents, sleeping bags,

jackets, and valuables, and fenced off the Plaza. Eight days later, on March 29, 2022,

Miguel Gonzales, one of those long-time residents of the Plaza, and life-long resident of

Adams Morgan, died of exposure on an unseasonably cold morning with below-freezing

temperatures. He was sleeping on the sidewalk just a few feet from where his tent and

sleeping bag were removed by Truist agents and never returned in the weeks prior.

The Future of Our Plaza. The Adams Morgan ANC resolved in 2019 that the entire site

should become a city library. Community-generated ideas for renovating bank building

include a multipurpose center especially focused on a seniors health facility, a job training

center for our unhoused Adams Morgan neighbors and others struggling to sustain the

costs of living, an arts and activism focused resource center, and an Adams Morgan

archives to hold and show the rich history of our diverse community.

The District, led by our future Mayor, Attorney

General, and City Council Members, could end the

controversy by asserting Eminent Domain,

subdividing the parcel, and purchasing the Plaza

portion for its continued public use. The site

satisfies two of Eminent Domain’s common

purposes: “setting aside open space for future

generations and preserving places of historic

interest.” At current rates of $1000-$1250/sq ft, the

entire site is worth about $16M-$20M and the

public-easement portion that is the Plaza, the 4000

square feet of the parcel facing the corner of 18th

and Columbia Road, may be worth about $4-5 million. Purchasing the entire site would

require about 0.1% of the projected DC budget of $16 billion.

For further history and background, see additional materials below.
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Community Contacts

Vikram Chiruvolu
Co-Facilitator

Adams Morgan for Reasonable Development

202.250.1230

vikram.chiruvolu@gmail.com

Ren Lee
Adams Morgan Unhoused Advocate

202.910.8288

dearren@gmail.com

Carol Miller
Press Contact

202.306.0130

carolmiller100@gmail.com
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Historical Record: The Creation of Adams Morgan Plaza

1. The Neighborhood.

In the late 1950s, parents in our community organized to integrate the John Quincy

Adams school (all white) and Thomas Morgan school (pictured above, all Black, now

rebuilt as Marie Reed) in the neighborhood after the 1955 Bolling v. Sharpe Supreme Court

decision handed down on the same day as Brown v. Board of Ed ordered DC to end school

desegregation. The name Adams Morgan emerged from the anti-racist organizing efforts

of our neighbors in the ensuing years. For decades, news coverage of the annual Adams

Morgan day festival, which attracts up to 300,000 visitors, and other coverage of the

neighborhood has emphasized the diverse multicultural, racially-integrated, creative and

progressive neighborhood identity which has flourished.  As a result, Adams Morgan is

one of the most iconic and well-known neighborhoods of DC along with Capitol Hill,

Georgetown, and Dupont Circle.

2. History of the Location.

Before the neighborhood was called

Adams Morgan, it was called 18th &

Columbia. The lot on the southwest

corner of the 18th & Columbia

intersection was once home to the fated

Knickerbocker Theater, a majestic iconic

theater that collapsed in a snowstorm on

January 28, 1922, killing 98 people in the

middle of a performance. It was

subsequently rebuilt as the Ambassador

Theatre, which was demolished in the

early 1970s to make way for a BP gas
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station. However, neighborhood residents successfully fought real estate speculators to

reject the gas station at that special corner and maintain the lot as a public use space.

3. Historic Agreement with the Community

In 1976, Perpetual Federal Bank purchased the land and a historic struggle for the soul of

the community played out over the course of three years, ultimately resulting in the

passage of the Community Reinvestment Act in September 1977,  a major breakthrough

in US banking policy. Perpetual Federal agreed in the chartering of the Adams Morgan

branch by the Home Loan Bank Board to redress its history of redlining and

discriminatory lending to provide specific changes to its banking practices and to create a

sizable community space for public use, covered in a “good neighbor” agreement between

the Adams Morgan Organization (precursor to

the current ANC) and the bank.

DC Legend, 2-time ANC Chairman and 16-year

DC City Council Member Dr. Frank Smith led a

community coalition to protest the opening of

the proposed Perpetual Savings & Loan bank

branch because the bank had a clear record of

racist banking practices in the neighborhood,

including denying loans to buyers of color. Dr.

Smith worked with other community leaders to

develop and sign the historic antiracist banking

portion of the agreement with the Plaza's

builder, Perpetual Federal Bank. He testified in our recent court case that the bank branch

design with a public plaza was an integral part of effecting the agreement for the bank

branch to be chartered, and that aspect of the agreement was reflected and embodied in

the fact that such a public space was in fact built. He has made clear they would not have

agreed to allow the bank branch to go forward if that agreement to create the Plaza were

not a legal reality.

No one conceived in 1977 any need for putting in writing the public plaza usage portion of

the agreement because Perpetual was DC's largest Savings and Loan, over a century old at

that point, and it was simply unimaginable they would be put out of business within 15

years by Reagan-era policy—a policy which was ultimately ruled unconstitutional in the

1996 Winstar case. Though not explicit in writing, there was clear agreement about the

Plaza being public according to everyone who was present at the time of the bank branch

opening and for almost 40 years after.
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4. The Building & Plaza.

The building was accordingly constructed by leading DC architect Seymour Auerbach in a

modern functionalist style with an amphitheater shaped public space for use by both

vendors and community groups, and in proportion

with the stretch of historic 18th Street which it sits

atop. The Plaza quickly became one of the most used

public squares in the city, and was at the center of

the annual Adams Morgan Day festival and many

community events over the years.    The Plaza

architect was quoted in a Post article on March 27,

1982:

Auerbach, the architect for that branch as well as
Perpetual American's new Wisconsin Avenue and
Warren Street office, is particularly proud of the
Adams Morgan building. "It serves the
community, and that to me makes it a good
building," he said, noting that the branch's plaza
is probably the most used public square in the
city.

5. Ownership Transition.

In 1991, Perpetual was dismantled

in the so-called  S&L crisis. While US

taxpayers put in $400 million, the

property was sold to Crestar

Financial of Richmond, VA, for an

official purchase price of $10, along

with the Perpetual’s sixty-plus DC

region branches and $6 Billion in

banking assets, for which Crestar paid a total of $7.8 million. Crestar closed dozens of

Perpetual branches and laid off hundreds of workers.
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However, the very law which dissolved Perpetual was declared unconstitutional in the

1996 Winstar case, but Perpetual president Tom Owen died a few short months after it

was handed down so he was not able to reverse it.

Crestar went on to become  a subsidiary of SunTrust  in 1998 and rebranded the branch

but allowed Crestar to remain the legal owner, which city records indicate it still is. In

2019, SunTrust merged with BB&T and became Truist, the current owner of the 1800

Columbia site.

6. Truist and PN Hoffman Proposed Redevelopment

Suntrust/Crestar (now Truist) allied with PN Hoffman and Potomac Partners in 2016, in

an attempt to wipe away the historic Plaza and bank branch, despite 45 years of public use

and historic service at the heart of Adams Morgan and ample records indicating this

would be in violation of what the community wants both from the view of its proposed

new function and of historic preservation. Finally, as the image of the actual scale

proposed for the new so-called “Plaza” above shows, it is largely built outside the property

line, actually subsumes existing city sidewalks, incorporates design elements to further

prevent public use such as planters and benches curved away rather than inward, and

offers only 5% of the usable space of the current Plaza. It is no plaza at all.

7. Legal Complaint Seeking to Declare the Public Easement and End the Controversy

The following is a summary of the current pending legal case in DC Courts:

● We won an injunction in 2017 at DC Superior Court.

● We were about to move to a speedy trial with a jury of DC residents to determine

the  existence of a public easement at the plaza, or not, but Suntrust attorneys

asked the case be moved to Federal Court, which it was.

● More than two years later the Federal Court sent the case back to Superior Court.

● In January 2021, a different judge at DC Superior Court overturned his colleague’s

prior decision for injunction and a trial, and instead summarily dismissed the case.

● Plaza supporters take the arbitrary decision to dismiss the case to DC’s highest

court, the DC Court of Appeals.

● The Court of Appeals heard oral arguments on March 17, 2022, and we are

awaiting their decision as to whether the Superior Court must hold a jury trial to

consider the substantial evidence for enforcing the public easement. A decision is

expected later this year.
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Background Documents
Original Background Documents about 1977 Adams Morgan ANC's Agreement with
Truist's predecessor Perpetual S&L

Below are records surfaced through the court case KCA/AdMo4RD vs. Truist, DC Superior

Court Case CA-4182-17-B and DC Court of Appeals Case 21-CV-183, where we are
asking for the opportunity to have a DC jury see the following evidence and to find that a
public use easement should be formally recorded on the 1800 Columbia Rd NW deed.

None of the following documents are in dispute as to their veracity, as they all came from

the appropriate official sources: the Washingtoniana collection of the DC Public Library,

the National Archives, the Post's archives, and DC Superior Court records.

1) November 2, 1976: the signed letter from the President of the Perpetual, Truist's
predecessor bank, to 3000 Adams Morgan residents saying that after "having met with
representatives of the Adams-Morgan Organization [precursor to present Adams Morgan ANC]
... we agreed to develop the property in such a way as to preserve its open quality, attractiveness,
and accessibility ... in a modest three-story building placed as far back as possible in order to
allow ample room for vendors and other open-air activities."
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2) March 31, 1977: Washington Post articles picturing the open site before the Plaza was

built, and describing the developing agreement that the ANC was creating with Perpetual,

including "permit vendors who sell fruit and vegetables ... to continue to operate.”
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3) July 21, 1977: the signed contract between then Adams Morgan ANC Chair Dr. Frank
Smith on behalf of the ANC, other community leaders, and Perpetual agreeing to withdraw

objections against the bank branch charter in exchange for antiracist banking practices,

ending the then-common practice of requiring 50% down from black and Latino people for home
purchases, and of entirely denying people of color second mortgages for needed home
improvements.
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4) August 18, 1977: the signed federal bank branch charter from the Secretary of the

Federal Home Loan Bank Board specifically mentioning Perpetual's agreement with the
community leaders including the Adams Morgan ANC.
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5) April 9, 1979 Washington Post article summarizing the agreement between Adams
Morgan ANC, other community organizations, the bank, and the Federal agency including

both explicitly mention and picture of the public space that was created, and the antiracist

banking practices when the bank officially opened.
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6) Along with 50

pages of research on

the performance of

Perpetual as a

redlining white bank,

Mr. Nader’s additional

materials in his

testimony include a

draft of the above

agreement signed by

Perpetual President

Tom Owen and Dr.

Frank Smith.
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6b) November 14, 2017 deposition transcript of Dr. Frank Smith, Adams Morgan ANC

Chair detailing his role in the 1976-77 agreement with the bank,  stating "[Perpetual
President Tom Owen] certainly promised that the space would be available for this use, and he
designed it and he lived up to his promise, and it has been used that way for the last 40 years."
[p 66]
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7) December 7, 2017 deposition transcript of Ms. Marie Nahikian, Founder & Executive
Director of the Adams Morgan Organization and ANC Commissioner detailing her role in

the 1976-77 agreement with the bank and supporting Dr. Smith's testimony about the

agreement.
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For further reading, here is a Google Drive link to all of the case documents, through the

DC Superior, Federal, and now Appeals courts.

Five recent ANC resolutions

The Adams Morgan ANC up until the present 2021-2022 commission, has been strongly

opposed to the proposed redevelopment destroying the Plaza because our community

knows the value of such a central space, and since the early 1970s up to this day

24/7/365, we have only experienced it as a public space.

Below are the five local ANC resolutions opposing this re-development and destruction of the
Plaza:

8) Oct 7, 2016: ANC1C First HPRB resolution opposing project & for preservation of

Plaza

9) Jan 11, 2017: ANC1C Second HRPB resolution opposing project & for preservation of

Plaza

10) Nov 20, 2017: ANC1C Advisory letter to city agencies opposing permits for Plaza

until resolution of litigation

11) July 10, 2019: ANC1C Resolution to DC Libraries in favor of a public library &

preservation of Plaza

12) January 7, 2021: ANC1C Resolution asking for Mayor and Attorney General

assistance in preserving Plaza
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